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Source of social security in Finland

•The Social Insurance Institution of Finland
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Source of social security in India
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The question:

• How do people cope in disruptive situations such as illness, loss of 

a family provider, unemployment? How do they manage periods in 

life when they are dependent of others’ help (old age, sickness or

disability)? How do people avoid becoming destitutes if they face

difficulties?

• Social security: In Finland, this is understood mainly as an economic

issue. In India: economic survival cannot be separated from social 

survival. A person can survive economically only if s/he survives

socially, i.e. has a supporting network.  
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Kin as a provider

• Life is precarious – very few people are ’safe’ in economic terms

• Family members are expected to ’invest’ in their relationships:

– to have children, especially sons

– invest on children’s education, 

– Save money for dowry, to marry daughters to respectable families

– cultivate the relationships between kin members in various feasts and 

celebrations

– Give support in moments of distress and calamity

– Work for the benefit of kin in all situations (�corruption)

• Expectations are high

• However, expectations for social protection are not necessarily

fulfilled
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Investing on children’s future
since childhood
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Calamities can be of many kinds
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Old age security

• Example from my field work village

in Andhra Pradesh in mid 1990s

• Asking rural people about their old-

age expectations: pessimistic views

• Motivation to have sons

• leads to sex selective abortions

(esp. In northern & western areas

and among educated people)
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’In times of distress and need, who helps

you? ’

• Among middle-class Hyderabadis: the answer was surprisingly

commonly ’friends, not relatives’. Lack of belief in support provided

by kin. However, in practice relatives do help also in the urban

setting. 

• Growing importance of friendship
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Controversies of kin-based social 

protection

• At some situations, the family and kin can be more accurately shown

to be a source of distress and suffering than a source of social 

protection

• This is particularly due to the hierarchical and patriarchal structure

of kinship: women and the younger ones are underdogs. 

• In case the married woman fails in giving birth, becomes a widow or

is deserted by the husband, neither her natal family nor the affinal

family gives her categorical social protection, it has to be negotiated
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Kin-based social protection is OK  if

• People follow the expected life cycle

• People feel obliged to provide the assistance they are expected to 

give

• BUT

• If those who are expected to provide are indifferent, the needy ones

(the old, the sick, the impoverished) have no one to turn to. 

• If a woman fails in the feminine ideals of motherhood and wifehood, 

she faces difficulties and is left without social protection

• Social protection provided by the family is fragile and a constant

source of negotiations and quarrels
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What is good about kin-based social 

protection

• Solidarity within kin groups, strong feeling of belonging

• People feel responsible for their family members

• Strong normative order (this could be also a negative point)

• Children highly valued and central in life

• Loneliness is a rare problem

• Economic security is tied with social and emotional security: a 

holistic image of the person
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Problems

• 1) Due to socio-economic inequality, large majority of people are too

poor to support their kin members as much as they would like to in 

case of sickness, old age etc.

• 2) Due to gender asymmetry, women are much more vulnerable than

men in case of calamities and unexpected turns in life. They also

carry the heaviest load of providing social protection.

• ���� Kin-based social security should be supported by some form of 

basic security provided by public authorities. 
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New challenges

• Growing value of money and consumption: temptation to abuse kin-

based solidarity. E.g., dowry demands/murders, bribery.

• Migration can disrupt networks and provisions; places women extra

burden

• Due to lowered fertility, the care of the elderly will concentrate on 

fewer people than before and thus will create heavier burden for the 

children (paradoxically, the proportion of extended households may

rise)   
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For discussion

• Are we in Finland too much dependent on public social security, not

taking enough responsibility of our nearest ones? Could families

and kin groups take more responsibility over social protection in 

Finland? Has our social life become too fragmented and 

individualistic?

• Is there scope for creating public social security in a developing

society like India? What type of a system could work there?  How to 

combat gender discrimination and its effects for women in kin-based

model of social security? 


